CREATIVE CONCEPTS
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100% OLEFIN. INDOOR-OUTDOOR. CUSTOM MACHINE TUFTED. USA

Custom, inviting, effortless and utterly relaxed, our Creative Concepts collection is perfect for mixing and matching the way you choose. Designed for indoor and outdoor enjoyment, the premium olefin bases are Made in the USA and the harmonious fabric borders are both durable and washable for a custom look that lasts years.

**STEP 1**
Choose a base.

**STEP 2**
Choose a fabric border.

**STEP 3**
Choose a size and shape.

custom program. have fun. create your own rug.
STEP 1  CHOOSE A BASE
Select from eight durable options.

STEP 2  CHOOSE A FABRIC BORDER
Choose a fabric border from over 100 fade-resistant fabric options, or provide your own fabric. Specify single, double or triple border. Creative Concepts bases are also available bound or serged without a fabric border.
STEP 2 / SOLID FABRIC BORDERS

270 rave pine
274 canvas fern
427 canvas spa blue
419 canvas glacier
429 canvas aquatic

431 canvas mineral blue
400 rave pool
437 canvas air blue
440 canvas pacific blue
421 rave pacific

487 canvas sapphire blue
447 heritage denim
480 rave indigo
477 canvas neptune
467 canvas royal navy

497 canvas navy
515 canvas hot pink
517 canvas paprika
527 canvas jockey red
537 canvas cherry

441 rave vineyard
557 canvas burgundy
817 canvas melon
815 canvas tangerine
811 rave tangerine

847 canvas persimmon
837 canvas rust
850 canvas brick
845 linen chili

VIEW MORE FABRIC OPTIONS
STEP 2 / PATTERNED & STRIPED FABRIC BORDERS

Select from an expansive range of standard options, or specify your own custom dimensions. Oval and round available only serged or bound.

**Standard bordered shapes:**

- 2’ X 3’
- 3’ X 5’
- 4’ X 6’
- 5’ X 8’
- 6’ X 9’
- 8’ X 10’
- 9’ X 12’
- 10’ X 14’
- 12’ X 15’
- 2’6” X 8’ RUNNER
- 2’6” X 10’ RUNNER
- 2’6” X 12’ RUNNER
- 4’ SQUARE/OCTAGON
- 6’ SQUARE/OCTAGON
- 8’ SQUARE/OCTAGON
- 10’ SQUARE/OCTAGON
- 12’ SQUARE/OCTAGON

**Standard serged or bound shapes:**

- 2’ X 3’
- 3’ X 5’
- 4’ X 6’
- 5’ X 8’
- 6’ X 9’
- 8’ X 10’
- 9’ X 12’
- 10’ X 12’
- 12’ X 15’
- 2’6” X 8’ RUNNER
- 2’6” X 10’ RUNNER
- 2’6” X 12’ RUNNER
- 4’ SQUARE/OCTAGON/Round
- 6’ SQUARE/OCTAGON/Round
- 8’ SQUARE/OCTAGON/Round
- 10’ SQUARE/OCTAGON/Round
- 12’ SQUARE/OCTAGON/Round

**STEP 3**

CHOOSE A SHAPE AND SIZE

Select from an expansive range of standard options, or specify your own custom dimensions. Oval and round available only serged or bound.